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U.S. SUPREME COURT

ANTI-TRUST LAW
84:59, No. 1; The Rule of Law Is the Rule of Reason. Brian Winrow and Kevin Johnson.

BANKRUPTCY
84:111, No. 1; Discovery Under Bankruptcy Procedure: A “Trap Door?” Manuel D. Leal.

BAR ASSOCIATION
84:639, No. 2; Proceedings of the One Hundred Ninth Annual Meeting of the North Dakota State Bar Association.

BAR PROCEEDINGS
84:639, No. 2; Proceedings of the One Hundred Ninth Annual Meeting of the North Dakota State Bar Association.

CHILD CUSTODY

CIVIL PROCEDURE
84:111, No. 1; Discovery Under Bankruptcy Procedure: A “Trap Door?” Manuel D. Leal.

CIVIL RIGHTS
84:175, No. 1; Sexual Identity as Personhood: Towards an Expressive Liberty in the Military Context. Daniel Ryan Koslosky.

COMMON LAW
84:85, No. 1; The Tort of Aiding and Advising?: The Attorney Exception to Aiding and Abetting a Breach of Fiduciary Duty. Kevin Bennardo.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

CORPORATIONS
84:1039, No. 4; North Dakota’s Pro-Shareholder Law: A Major Advancement. Carl C. Icahn.
84:1043, No. 4; Why the North Dakota Publicly Traded Corporations Act Will Fail. Stephen M. Bainbridge.
84:1051, No. 4; Thoughts on the North Dakota Publicly Traded Corporations Act of 2007. Chancellor William B. Chandler III.
84:1109, No. 4; Director Liability: A Cliché in North Dakota. Brian Winrow.
84:1141, No. 4; Returning Fairness to Executive Compensation. J. Robert Brown, Jr.
84:1161, No. 4; North Dakota’s Novel Approach to Corporate Governance: A Shifting Landscape in Corporate Management or a Futile Assertion of Large Shareholders’ Rights. Stacey Dahl.
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
84:1, No. 1; Restoring the Victim and the Community: A Look at the Tribal Response to Sexual Violence Committed by Non-Indians in Indian Country Through Non-Criminal Approaches. Amber Halldin.

EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
84:333, No. 2; CERCLA Contribution: An Inquiry Into What Constitutes an Administrative Settlement. Amy Luria.

FAMILY LAW

FREEDOM OF RELIGION
84:97, No.1; Reconciling Religious Faith and Democratic Practice: The Problem of the Elusive Definition of Religion. Daniel A. Seeger.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH

INDIAN LAW
84:1, No. 1; Restoring the Victim and the Community: A Look at the Tribal Response to Sexual Violence Committed by Non-Indians in Indian Country Through Non-Criminal Approaches. Amber Halldin.
84:455, No. 2; The Future of Quantifying Tribal Water Rights in North Dakota. Erica Shively.
JUDICIARY
84:97, No. 1; Reconciling Religious Faith and Democratic Practice: The Problem of the Elusive Definition of Religion. Daniel A. Seeger.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

LEGISLATION
84:1039, No. 4; North Dakota’s Pro-Shareholder Law: A Major Advancement. Carl C. Icahn.
84:1043, No. 4; Why the North Dakota Publicly Traded Corporations Act Will Fail. Stephen M. Bainbridge.
84:1051, No. 4; Thoughts on the North Dakota Publicly Traded Corporations Act of 2007. Chancellor William B. Chandler III.
84:1109, No. 4; Director Liability: A Cliché in North Dakota. Brian Winrow.
84:1141, No. 4; Returning Fairness to Executive Compensation. J. Robert Brown, Jr.
84:1161, No. 4; North Dakota’s Novel Approach to Corporate Governance: A Shifting Landscape in Corporate Management or a Futile Assertion of Large Shareholders’ Rights. Stacey Dahl.

MEDIATION
84:669, No. 3; The Promise of Mediation for North Dakota. James R. Antes, Ph.D. & Kristine Paranica, J.D.
84:705, No. 3; Staying in Orbit, or Breaking Free: The Relationship of Mediation to the Courts Over Four Decades. Robert A. Baruch Bush.
84:769, No. 3; Communicating Quality Assurance: A Case Study of Mediator Profiles on a Court Roster. Dorothy J. Della Noce, J.D., Ph.D.
84:823, No. 3; Harmony and Transformative Mediation Practice: Sustaining Ideological Differences in Purpose and Practice. Joseph Folger.


MEDICAL MALPRACTICE

MEDICINE
84:219, No. 1; The Midwife and the Forceps: The Wild Terrain of Midwifery Law in the United States and Where North Dakota Is Heading in the Birthing Debate. Christopher Rausch

MILITARY
84:175, No. 1; Sexual Identity as Personhood: Towards an Expressive Liberty in the Military Context. Daniel Ryan Koslosky.
84:383, No. 2; Greed, Guns and Grist: U.S. Military Assistance and Arms Transfers to Developing Countries. Elizabeth Powers.

NATURAL RESOURCES
84:455, No. 2; The Future of Quantifying Tribal Water Rights in North Dakota. Erica Shively.

NORTH DAKOTA LAW
84:455, No. 2; The Future of Quantifying Tribal Water Rights in North Dakota. Erica Shively.


NORTH DAKOTA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS
84:639, No. 2; Proceedings of the One Hundred Ninth Annual Meeting of the North Dakota State Bar Association.

NORTH DAKOTA SUPREME COURT REVIEW
84:567, No. 2; North Dakota Supreme Court Review.

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
84:257, No. 1; Metadata: The Dangers of Metadata Compel Issuing Ethical Duties to “Scrub” and Prohibit the “Mining” of Metadata. Crystal Thorpe.

PROPERTY

REGULATED INDUSTRY

84:383, No. 2; Greed, Guns and Grist: U.S. Military Assistance and Arms Transfers to Developing Countries. Elizabeth Powers.

SETTLEMENTS
84:333, No. 2; CERCLA Contribution: An Inquiry Into What Constitutes an Administrative Settlement. Amy Luria.

STATUTES

SYMPOSIUM
84:669, No. 3; The Promise of Mediation for North Dakota. James R. Antes, Ph.D. & Kristine Paranica, J.D.
84:705, No. 3; Staying in Orbit, or Breaking Free: The Relationship of Mediation to the Courts Over Four Decades. Robert A. Baruch Bush.

84: 769, No. 3; Communicating Quality Assurance: A Case Study of Mediator Profiles on a Court Roster. Dorothy J. Della Noce, J.D., Ph.D.

84: 823, No. 3; Harmony and Transformative Mediation Practice: Sustaining Ideological Differences in Purpose and Practice. Joseph Folger.


84:1039, No. 4; North Dakota’s Pro-Shareholder Law: A Major Advancement. Carl C. Icahn.

84:1043, No. 4; Why the North Dakota Publicly Traded Corporations Act Will Fail. Stephen M. Bainbridge.

84:1051, No. 4; Thoughts on the North Dakota Publicly Traded Corporations Act of 2007. Chancellor William B. Chandler III.


84:1109, No. 4; Director Liability: A Cliché in North Dakota. Brian Winrow.

84:1141, No. 4; Returning Fairness to Executive Compensation. J. Robert Brown, Jr.

84:1161, No. 4; North Dakota’s Novel Approach to Corporate Governance: A Shifting Landscape in Corporate Management or a Futile Assertion of Large Shareholders’ Rights. Stacey Dahl.


TECHNOLOGY

84:257, No. 1; Metadata: The Dangers of Metadata Compel Issuing Ethical Duties to “Scrub” and Prohibit the “Mining” of Metadata. Crystal Thorpe.
TENANCIES

TORTS
84:85, No. 1; The Tort of Aiding and Advising?: The Attorney Exception to Aiding and Abetting a Breach of Fiduciary Duty. Kevin Bennardo.

TRIBUTE: CHIEF JUSTICE VANDEWALLE
84:903, Special; Chief Justice VandeWalle—Celebrating Thirty Years on the Bench—Part I—Early Education and His “One-Year” Assignment to the Attorney General’s Office. Lynn M. Boughey and Michael Wagner.
84:907, Special; Chief Justice VandeWalle—Celebrating Thirty Years on the Bench—Part II—Attorney General’s Office to Becoming Justice VandeWalle. Lynn M. Boughey and Michael Wagner.

U.S. SUPREME COURT
84:59, No. 1; The Rule of Law Is the Rule of Reason. Brian Winrow and Kevin Johnson.

WATER LAW
84:455, No. 2; The Future of Quantifying Tribal Water Rights in North Dakota. Erica Shively.